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**Wimberley Bluegrass Band**

The Wimberley Bluegrass Band has graciously agreed share their music at the Lunch at the Forum! The Wimberleys are comprised of four siblings, Danielle, James, Mark, and Michael, and are based here in Orange. They were named one of Los Angeles’ Top Five Bluegrass Bands by CBS-LA. They provide fun and wholesome musical entertainment and strive to keep the traditional sounds of bluegrass music alive and well by sharing it with new audiences.

All four graduated from Chapman University together in May of 2016, and are excited to share some of their experiences while here at Chapman. We are thrilled that they will be sharing their very fun and lively music with our luncheon!
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**November 2, 2023**

**Music with the Wimberley Bluegrass Band!**

**Wimberley Bluegrass Band**

The Wimberley Bluegrass Band has graciously agreed share their music at the Lunch at the Forum! The Wimberleys are comprised of four siblings, Danielle, James, Mark, and Michael, and are based here in Orange. They were named one of Los Angeles’ Top Five Bluegrass Bands by CBS-LA. They provide fun and wholesome musical entertainment and strive to keep the traditional sounds of bluegrass music alive and well by sharing it with new audiences.

All four graduated from Chapman University together in May of 2016, and are excited to share some of their experiences while here at Chapman. We are thrilled that they will be sharing their very fun and lively music with our luncheon!